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Eleven intrepid pilots turned up to do battle in the very first VARMS trophy bungee duel on 
May 4th. The club winch retired early as Bruce Clapperton set up two bungees (many thank to 
Bruce Robinson and Graham Hollis for lending their bungees) and two landing squares, well 
one landing square with two halves. After a comprehensive briefing on the rules the first pair 
lined up and it was 3…2….1 GO! The last model down scored 4 points and each pilot had a 
chance to get one point for a landing. Flight times of over 4 minutes resulted in a draw of 2 
points each (only one for the day Ian Slack vs Bruce C.) But who cares really when you are 
watching Colin Collyer slug it out with Peter Cossins, Smithy chasing Leon or Simon Raphael 
battle it out with Ian Pearson? After five rounds of round robin it all came down to the nail bit-
ing last flight with Dave Weller up against Colin Collyer. Only a few seconds separated the final 
pair with Dave holding out to make the landing and avoid the sudden death playoff by one 
point. 
 
Final scores Dave Weller (22), Colin Collyer (21), Bruce Clapperton (17), Barry DeKuyper (16), 
Leon Carlos(15),Peter Cossins (12), Colin Smith (10), Henk (10), Ian Slack (8), Simon Raphael 
(3), Ian Pearson (0)  
 
Frank O’Neil crashed his stubby in the first round and flew his camera for the rest of the after-
noon – Thanks Frank.   
 
Next two events are June 15th and July 13th.  June 15th will be the same format due to popular 
demand on the day. See you there! 

 

Cover Photo: Col Collyer looking for Mount Hollowback                                                    Photo: John Bird 
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The July 11th meeting will be the 
2008 Annual General Meeting. 

 
There will be four vacancies on 
the VARMS Committee which 

must be filled.  They are: 
 

President 
Registrar 

Competition Director 
Editor 

 
There is a Nomination Form and 

Proxy Form on page 15 

VARMS Trophy, May 4th                      Bruce Clapperton 
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President’s Report June 2008                     Max Haysom 
The 40th Anniversary Celebrations were a great success! The official sign in register recorded 
a total of 154 people made up of 89 current members, 39 past members and 26 visitors, including 8 
from the VMAA Executive. I would have put the total closer to 200, but those who did attend were 
glowing in their comments. All the volunteers, and organisers, have already been thanked by me, on 
behalf of VARMS, for the superb effort they put in. Without their help this show would never have hap-
pened at all. Thanks again! The Slope Day, at Mt Hollowback, on next day attracted 5 flyers and 3 
members of the late Brian Laging’s family. 
 
The last General Club Meeting, at the Aerosonde premises, was another great success. We really did 
not know how many would attend but as things turned out we had similar numbers to a regular club 
meeting at the hall. David Hobby, Colin Collyer and Dennis Hipperson really did a wonderful job of 
explaining the Aerosonde achievements and their future prospects. Those members who attended 
would agree that Aerosonde has produced remarkable results from such a small band of people, at least 
at this end. The members were treated to displays and demonstrations of the company’s products and 
were appreciative of the apparent quality of the workmanship of the UAV’s and the specially designed 
motors. The supper arrangements were a little primitive but no one even noticed as we had to almost 
push the last few members out of the door as many of us had to front up at the field less than 8 hours 
later for the 40th Celebrations. A memorable night, if you were not there you should be kicking your-
selves for not making the extra effort! 
 
You will notice that there is now a notice board frame mounted behind the keyboard that is displaying 
a set of Club rules and Operating Procedures with “Flying Times” and “Out of Bounds” zones. These 
rules may be subject to minor revision in the near future. 
 
The Fee Renewal form and a covering letter were mailed out to all members, last week. That letter 
also described how to get into the Hall for the General Meeting. 
Please note that the only entrance to the car park is from Brent Street (Melways 71 D1).  
 
The next General Meeting, July 11, will precede the 2008 Annual General Meeting and a 
Nomination Form for Committee and Proxy Voting slip is included elsewhere in this 
newsletter. 
 
 The previously announced presentation on Friday June 13, by Phil Connolly, titled 7 Cell Electric 
Glider and the new LEG Rules, will be deferred to a later date when more people may be available to 
assist Phil.  
Replacing this on that night will be a choice of two DVD titles, Last Days of the VMFG at Berwick Air-
field or Gladiators of the Skies, an excellent portrayal of modern high performance sailplanes, flown by 
some of the world’s best pilots, racing amongst the mountains in New Zealand.  
The July meeting will have Mike Richardson presenting some anecdotes about the early days of 
VARMs and the Foam Chuckie competition to support the AGM. David Jones will have stocks of foam 
trays for sale at the June 13 meeting 
 
That’s all for now folks, 
 

Max Haysom                

Second Annual VARMS Chucky Chuck-Off 
After the AGM on July 11th there will be the running of the  

Second Annual VARMS Chucky Chuck-Off 
Same rules as last year: 

 
2 Classes—One Design and Open Design 

Foam sheets will be available at the June Meeting—$1 entry 
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 Held at Aerosonde Research Premises,Blackburn Road, Notting Hill,,Friday,09 
May 2008 Comm.8.20 p.m. 
 
Apologies  ; Raoul Wynn ; David Jones 
President’s Report. 
Topics 

Club training – all proceeding well – quite substantial increase in trainee numbers. 
Special Interest Groups –Colin Collyer – report on Swan Hill w/e – good meeting de-

spite lack of numbers attending 
Club 40th Anniversary celebrations –Peter Cossins – report on arrangements for 

Briggs Field flight celebrations on Saturday, 10 May  
Personnel, Bruce Robinson, car parking; Colin Collyer ,flight operations ; Ian Slack , BBQ 

and food provisions; Max Haysom , birthday cake. General programme, for day, in 
“Aspectivity”  

Sunday 11 May, Slope meet at Mount Hollowback – all welcome.  
Commemorative magazine- to be handed out to members attending and mailed to 

members not there. 
Editor –No issues arising 
Vote of thanks to BBQ organizers/helpers ; Ian Slack, Colin Smith & Brian Spencer.. 
Treasurer – Current balance in Club Acc. – approx $5000 Investment Acc. – just under 

$50000 
General Business. 
Briggs Field access – warning given by Colin Smith, on very soft edges to entrance road, at 
field. 
VARMS Trophy – round Sunday 4 May,08 – report by Bruce Clapperton. – worthy win-
ner David Weller. 
State Thermal Champs – report by Gerry Carter. –over 2 days, Sat-Sun 17-18 May, at 
State Flying Field 
Aerosonde facilities tour – general overview by David Hobby & Dennis Hipperson 
 
 Formal Meeting Closed  8.25 p.m. 
 
Aerosonde facilities Tour –by 3 groups of Club Members led by David Hobby; Dennis 
Hipperson & Colin Collyer.– fascinating overview of cutting edge research on, and produc-
tion of combined GPS/onboard computer systems guided research & surveilance  aircraft. 
 
Sincere vote of thanks to all concerned, for a fabulous evening! 

Minutes of the VARMS Club General Meeting Held May  8th, 2008 

 

  
Our special thanks to Kelly and Ian Costello 

from 
Bakers Delight at The Glen Shopping Centre 

Glen Waverley 
  

For Sale 
Little used  2 metre electric glider complete with batteries and 40A speed controller.  

$50.00 
 

 Peter Cossins     9801 2778 
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Send stuff for  
Aspectivity to: 

 

David Jones 
17 Aitken Street,  
Clifton Hill 3068 

9481 8516  
 0427 371442 

Better yet, Email to: 
aspectivity@hotmail.com 

 

 

Any questions or queries  
regarding the mowing roster to  

Bruce Robinson on  
9887 8996 

Mowing Roster 
Bruce Robinson         9887 8996         28 June 

Geoff Moore                9802 2044  5 July 

Graeme Hollis             9739 4886          12 July 

Ross Peasley                9877 2215         19 July 

Robert Cassell             97951330  26 July 

Henri Wohlmuth         9764 1921 2 August 

Keith Heale                   9509 6829        9 August 

Malcolm Buckmaster   9763 1632  14 June 

Jim Baker                       9803 2185        21 June 

Mike Richardson          9557 6013 16 August 

For Sale 
 

Multiplex easy glider (built) with electric motor. 
Hitec Eclipse 7 advanced digital radio control system (7 channels/models) 

4 X Hitec HS422 servos plus battery (4.8 v./ 1300 Ah) All never used. 
Spare (also new) "Awesome Power" lipo battery AP1500-2(20c) 

Swallow advanced battery charger. 
Various odds and ends. (like instruction books for glider and radio) 

Cost new for everything approx $750, 18 months ago. 
Around $350-00 (for the lot) 

 
Rob Donker (member) 

Ph.98870214 or Mob.0403134501 

Training Dates  
 

June 15 & 26, July 13 & 27 
 

Training Radio Frequencies are:  
641   643   645 

 

VARMS Training is kindly 
sponsored by  

Hyperion Australia  

At The NAB 
 Income V's Spending 

Between 1/05/08 and 31/05/08 

  
Income Categories  

Member Fees 08/09  $          756.00  

Investment Surrender  $     5,000.00  

Investment Interest  $             23.80  

  
Total Income  $    5,779.80  

  
  
Expense Categories  

Administration  $       2,972.12  

Anniversary   $2713.12  

Equipment   $259.00  

Aspectivity $150.00 

     -  Printing   105.00  

    - Postage  $45.00  

Bank Fees $34.80 

   -Early Surrendar  $23.80 

  -  Account Fee  11.00  

Insurance $490.50 

   - Flying     $490.50  

Rent $91.68 

   HSR    $91.68  

  
Total Expense Categories $3,739.10 
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Considering the weather we all suffered the weekend after the one of our 40th birthday, we were very 
lucky indeed. Our esteemed sub committee certainly picked the right weekend. 
 
I was an early arrival on Saturday morning, intent on three things. Tracking down some buddies from 
the past, flying and photography – having earned the dubious distinction of “Official Photographer”. 
There you go: all of a sudden you have responsibilities to wrestle with. Oh well. But I thought I might 
manage to sneak in a few flights during the day. 
 
As I arrived the electric session was in full swing with 
many impressive models flying around. The models 
with IC motor’s fired up soon after at about 9:00 and 
made some noise, and flew around – as they do. 
 
My little Greatplanes Piper Cub had been repaired 
once more, and had a couple of flights before disaster 
struck yet again – and ripped the undercarriage off. 
Oh well – back to the photography. 
 
The electric guys kept flying and mixed it with the IC 
models, no problem. Some of the electric aerobatic 
models are really nice. Some of the pilots put on ex-
cellent demonstrations for everybody. 
 
Tim takes photo’s, waiting for aerotowing to begin. It would be my second, maybe third bout of aero-
towing for the year, and I was looking forward to it. I’ve been missing out, because of other things. The 
Schweizer 1-26B (yes people made 1-26’s with squared off fins) once more exceeded expectations and 
gave me two pleasant flights for a total of nearly half an hour. Half an hour –hey, how’s he know that, 
you say? There’s a new gizmo inside the plane that keeps a record of flight time (and other things) for 
me, so now I know down to the second how long each flight is. Such a good idea. A normal aerotow day 
usually sees me with about 7 flights for 80 minutes – and some of those flights, will be with no lift, or 
even sink and will only be 5 minutes. Most thermal flights have my heart pounding with the plane verg-
ing on invisibility with spoilers all the way out, trying to stay down! I like a plane that is nice to me. It is 
without a doubt the best plane I have had. It flies a bit like a Foka (of which I have had 2.5), but without 
the weight. The broad cord makes her easier to see when high, and very manoeuvrable, even at low 
speed. She’s just as nice as a slope soarer too – however, I like to turn the wick, up and she takes up a 
lot of space: A trait that also reminds me of a Foka! 
 
Meanwhile all over the field people were talking up a storm. A lot of historical faces were to be seen, as 

hoped, and as planned. One Neville Leo was 
saying that it took about an hour to work his 
way from the shelter, down to the flight-line. 
Everywhere you looked, there were people who 
summoned up memories of earlier times (that 
is, if you have been around awhile!). Member 
No. 1 Dieter Prussner graced us with his pres-
ence. 
 
Mal Caesar surprised me as he proudly handed 
over for inspection the plaques he gained at 
the 1968 Nationals. A series of first places no 
less. Good on you Mal. 
 
Mike Richardson had the fuselage of Kestrel 
No.1 (That is, the first Kestrel kit produced by 
Southern Sailplanes) on display and she 
looked really sharp. The fully detailed cockpit 

Our 40th Birthday Bash                               Tim Moreland 

An electrical that excels in looks and 
performance. 

Hey – that’s me! 
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had the works. There’s new wings on the way too– of 
the moulded type that will certainly give the old girl 
a new and exciting life. (You can read all about her 
on the VARMS website: There is a now a 40th birth-
day gallery.) 

 
I wonder if Ralph still makes Kestrel kits…. No Tim. 
Don’t go there: You have enough projects at the mo-
ment! 
 
As usual, the aerotowing went off without a hitch 
(sic.) with a number of extended flights despite the 
calm conditions. The good thing about calm condi-
tions is, of course, that if you are lucky enough to 
find a thermal, it doesn’t get blown away. It sort of 
eventually just peters out. Not exciting, not very 
high, but pleasant. Cloud cover assisted visibility. 
 
The only problem I do recall, is that I was just at the 
beginning of my second flight: when a PA announce-
ment from Peter Cossins came wafting over the field 
– something about the cutting of the cake, and for 
everybody who could, to come. Cake?! I thought for 
about 2 seconds as to whether I would land or not. 
Not: Way too high for that! So that’s why the 
“official photographer” missed out on taking a photo 

of the cake cutting. I’ve had no complaints, so maybe people didn’t notice. It was however a lovely 
flight, all by myself. I had been one of the last aerotow launchees. Yes – last down again –by about 10 
minutes! Yippee. 
 
Next up, as I recall, was more photo’s, lunch, talk, then followed by winch launching – a more tradi-
tional VARMS activity. 
 
A piece of history was hauled out to help – the VARMS petrol winch. A machine that’s been around for 
years, but one that requires a certain amount of knowledge to operate properly. The first launch made it 
look like a limp wristed wet rag. Somebody didn’t set the revs high enough. The line speed was too low 
for anything but a 20oz. Flinger (i.e. HLG). The VARMS winch is a potent machine with a very clever 
way to control the power. It has 
4.5HP available and is capable of 
launching the largest of models – for 
instance Colin Collyer’s 1/3 scale 
Golden Eagle or John Gottschalke’s 
1/3 scale Elfe S3 (dec). It doesn’t no-
tice a Brian Laging Foka 5 much ei-
ther, and launched my first one to a 
great height many times. All this hap-
pened back in 1989, or even earlier - 
before aerotowing was born. 
 
It was nice to see a lot of previous 
members return for a look at the club 
as it is now. I wonder what they 
thought of it all. I don’t think the club 
is better, or worse than it used to be. 
But it certainly is different! Power-
planes! Our own field! Electric mod-

Our 40th Birthday Bash                               Tim Moreland 

To Peter Prussner, we all say ”thanks”. 

The office of Kestrel 
No. 1 
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A huge 
 “Thank You” 

To all the Club Members,  
Past and Present 

who made our 40th Birthday such a Special Occasion! 

els that disappear in the direction of 
up in a flash. Zoom launches into 
orbit off atomic powered winches. 
Radio gear the weight of a couple of 
matchboxes. Wholly Smoke. 
 
Before electric power came along, 
the only model I witnessed with the 
kind of performance offered by a 
modern electric high performance 
model  - was a Graupner “Amigo” 
fitted with a Rossi 15. This thing 
revved up to about 24,000 rpm and 
pixelated at about 1200’ in 20 sec-
onds. Unbelievable, at the time. Ron 
Bird was the owner – he may have 

been there Saturday – there was a lot of 
faces I did not recognise: Too busy tak-
ing photographs. Nowadays that kind of 
climb performance is relatively com-
mon, with comparatively silent power 
plants. 
 
If our visitors hadn’t encountered zoom 
launches before, they would have surely 
been surprised. The modern plastics 
have extraordinary strength and rigidity 
combined with very wide envelope of 
performance. At one stage I heard what 
must have been a very impressive beat-

up over (or along) the flight line , but didn’t see it - 
rats. What a noise! Good stuff – but I hope Max 
wasn’t watching! 
 
The tow-lining went on until I left at about 4:00 
p.m. Enough’s enough. And they were still talking. 
A good way to spend a day. Old mates and memo-
ries surrounded by people of common interest. 
What a great hobby. What a terrific Sport. Bring it 
on. 

 
Tim Moreland 

Max lets go of Peter’s  - Apollo? 

A Pike Perfect’s view of the field 

                      The winch flight-line had a range of models 
from Prelude trainers, (yes Ian Slack couldn’t help him-
self) to the latest magic moulded aircraft. 

Our 40th Birthday Bash                               Tim Moreland 
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The Hidden Achilles Heel of Lithium Polymer Batteries 

CA Glue 

 
Starting with the disclaimer that I know nothing about batteries, but I can sniff out what is happening when con-
fronted with the evidence. 
 
All electric flight aficionados know that LiPo batteries are expensive and have a tendency to explode/burn if mis-
treated. However I don’t believe that either of these is the real problem. They are getting cheaper all the time and 
all the explosive events I have read about result from gross abuse like not using a dedicated LiPo charger. 
 
The real hidden problem is the increase in internal resistance with time. The internal resistance steadily increases 
from the time they leave the production line to when they become unusable. It doesn’t matter if the batteries are 
used or not, they deteriorate just the same. I was alerted to this by the behaviour of three different current genera-
tion LiPo packs over about a year. Having tested the whole drive systems with new batteries and then checking 
the unchanged systems periodically over time I found that the battery voltage, current delivered and motor RPM 
all quietly declined as time past. This has the effect of the model performance progressively losing its sparkle. 
There is however a more dramatic problem I found as part of my unintentional campaign to personally discover 
everything that can go wrong in RC flying. 
 
Most, if not all, LiPo capable Electronic Speed Controllers (ESCs) have a low voltage cut out to protect the battery 
from destruction through under voltage. Being a nice conservative person I set the cut out voltage at a safe 3.0 
Volts per cell. Just after launch with a fully charged battery the ESC cut the motor and saved me from battery de-
struction by substituted model destruction! At the low airspeed, low altitude, high climb angle conditions, there 
was nothing I could do to prevent a stall and vertical impact with the ground. Given 20/20 hindsight I should 
have used the progressive cut option in the ESC to prevent this sort of dramatic event. It should be noted that I 
was using the both 20C and 25C batteries just under their advertised current limits.  
 
A bit of an internet search revealed that this was a known issue. Probably the best write-up I found, which had the 
smell of authority about it, was at (http://www.bladebusters.com/batteryguide.php). This contains good informa-
tion on the care and feeding of LiPo cells. Much of the same information appears on other sites, but I did not 
manage to find the original source. The basics of extending LiPo life seems to be: 
• Store at a low temperature, but probably do not freeze 
Store in a half charged state 
 
Not being aware of any of this at the time I stored my batteries fully charged and in the garage where summer 
temperatures could exceed 40 degrees. The result was that after a year they were in a fairly sickly state. 

 
Neil Pollock 

CA loses its potency if exposed to high temperatures for extended periods of time. Don't  store CA in any areas 
that are exposed to summer heat, such as the car trunk, toolbox, or  near a window. CA becomes thicker and dark-
ens with age. 
CA is non-toxic. CA fumes are vaporized cyanoacrylate monomers. They will irritate  sensitive membranes such as 
the eyes, nose and throat. The moment the fumes touch the  membranes, they are polymerized by body moisture 
and become inert. They never enter  internal body systems. If you're sensitive to CA's fumes, try using odorless 
CA. 
The only thing that can be added to thick CA to thin it is thin CA. Any other thinner will  
quickly harden the glue. 
Use only odorless CA on white foam. Test accelerators for foam compatibility. Don't use  too much accelerator on 
foam; it will generate excess heat when the CA cures and may  cause the foam to melt. 
Most CA has a shelf life of about one to two years. This can be extended by keeping it out  of the sun and stored 
in a cool, dry place. Moisture shortens its shelf life; don't store CAs  in very humid environments such as damp 
basements.  
If you store your CA in a refrigerator/freezer, do not immediately open the container after  you remove it from 
storage until it has come up to room temperature. The moment you  open a 'cold' container, it will suck in mois-
ture from the air which will cause the CA to  polymerize and leave you with a CA 'paperweight'. A great trick for 
making thick CA from  thin...  
If you get CA on your fingers/hands, forgo the Acetone and take a nice hot bath/shower.   When your skin has 
adequately 'pruned', the CA will simply peel off  
Avoid storing accelerant alongside your CA bottle(s).  
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Goodday, Capt. Blonkhead here, I am sick of the rubbish “The Smith” 
has been plying you with in this column, so I am going to bring a good 
bit of class into his Stuff and Nonsense page.  
( Thank goodness…....at last somebody has actually sent something 
in…….. WHOOPPEEEEE !)) 
I have a couple of goodly tips…….. First one I told my “real” friend, be-
fore Him and this Lady went walkabout up the West Coast, was to keep 
the ocean on the left, desert on the right and you will eventually come 
home to Melbourne. 
The other tip came to me when I was checking out some clothes in my 
girlfriends wardrobe, do you know girls blouses button up opposite to 
men’s !! OPPS! ( Come on Captain B, you promised the psychiatrist 
that you would stop all that cross dressing!!!! …not to mention that 

June is fed up with you stretching all her 
clothes !)  Well, coming out of the closet, I noticed a pair of trousers hanging by 
their bottoms. No, not the bottom bottoms, but the shoe bit bottom. Looking all 
the world like a couple of wing bags, apon measuring the inside leg I realised 
they were too short for my two metre wings. But the thing I was interested in 
was the hanger thingy. Enquires revealed they come from the Reject Shop or 
most $2.00 shops for $2.00 ( WOW !!!) good news for hanging wings in your 
shed or "garidge" as some might say !!!. I also use a pair of them to hang my 
wings horizontally inside my wagon, "in bags of course,".  Another good thing…. 
they come in paks of three. So if you cut the little clampy things off you have six 
very strong little clamps costing just over Thirty cents each, Bargain !!! ……

Don’t slide them off as its like sliding your finger nails down a blackboard. 
 

It’s a pity that  Captain Blonkhead was writing the above because he would have had a ball do-
ing a cartoon…… actually the mind boggles at the sight of him on the slope flying his planes in 
various ladies undergarments...perhaps he does, but they are not visible !!!! Thanks for the 
suggestion and yes I admit to going out and buying a cuppla sets for ‘me garidge’. Those clips 
are not only ideal for holding wing bags but also for holding things whilst painting or soldering 
or whatever, especially as the old fashioned crocodile clips are no longer available….good 
stuff...many thanks Cap’n 
 

The next is a warning about soldering receiver batteries and using de-solder braid for the job. 
As you will see the braid has fractured and caused an intermittent short. It was driving me 
nuts, one minute it was flying OK and then after landing safely the bloody 
thing wouldn’t work, 10 minutes later and everything was OK again. Been 
there done that ! ..do I hear somebody say? Anyway the eventual crash and 
subsequent investigation revealed the cause. Now in all fairness the pack 
was in my EPP sloper which does do the odd “loop and land” BUT  if I had 
used more solder and made the pack more rigid the problem would not 
have occurred. Even the heatshrink covering plus the hot melt glue be-
tween the cells had all sheared so it was probably only a 300 degree loop 
and land that caused the problem…...Oh the joys of EPP. 
Seriously though ….I was a fool for ever flying a suspect plane and I know it wont happen 
again !. 

 
Is there anybody else out there who has a beaut little idea we can all share ? 

Gimme a ring. 
Smiddy    

9874 3480  colinkay@lizzy.com.au 

Smiddy’s…..…STUFF and NONSENSE 
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Subjects for Scale                                     Smiddy 
Something entirely different this month as a scale subject….Power Scale Soaring…or to be more accu-
rate a big floaty airliner. The idea of this column is to generate ideas and as such, groups should/could /
might be formed and ideas formulated and planned for a construction project. Remember David 
Down’s BIG U2 and  how quick and easy it was to build and fly…he employed high technology to the 
extreme with the wing joiner….it was a  broom handle !.... but it worked well and was strong enough. 
Max McCullough and Glen Salisbury’s Huge Airbus is a joy to fly and basically its only a few lumps of 
white foam shaped to suit with a bit of paper stuck on it to give the paint something to stick to. OK, the 
paint job isn’t tooo shabby but with a tow release up front and a dolly to help it take off it would give 
those low level fly-over’s by the full size machines something to think about. Dress making interfacing 
and wall paper adhesive make it all inexpensive and it you stuff it up you can just cut a lump out and 
replace it very easily. 
Anyway, I have blatantly pinched the sketch below from Silent Flight  Aug/Sept 1992 in the hope that it 
may inspire some of you to give it a go. At the very least you will learn how to wire cut foam, which is 
not exactly difficult. Get together with a few mates and  lets say two bods for the fuz, another two for 
the wings and one or two more for the tail and while you are at it make 3 or 4 models and we can see 
them at the Christmas fly in. Bet they could be winch launched, or even bungeed. I have deliberately 
not mentioned scale ‘cos that will be determined by how big you can fit in your car. But something in 
the 3metre range should be good. There are stacks of 3 views on the net and not only airliners but 
things like B52’s, Rusky Bison, WW2 twin engined bomber like the Invader and don’t forget that peren-
nial favourite…… the U2, there are heaps of plane waiting to be modeled and not all have swept wings, 
although that is not really a problem, is it !.  
I am willing to share my limited knowledge of foam cutting and working ifffffff a group wants to go 
ahead….give it some thought and start looking for those 3 views.( www.richard.ferriere.free.fr/3vues) 
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Driving alone to Ballarat the day after the Anniversay bash provided a lot of time to reflect upon what a great day 
it had been, past members that were familiar faces as well and quite a few that I had never met before.  The basic 
core of modelling is people getting together, and this was certainly done in no small way on the Saturday, what 
would today bring? 
  
 When in sight of Mt Hollowback I could make out vehicles on the south slope and there was some sign of the 
slightest of breezes, so just maybe it was a goer.  Prior to ascending the mountain I stopped off at Norm Ross’s 
house to pay my respects and leave a copy of High Aspect.  Imagine my dismay to learn from his son that he had 
passed away after a long illness about a month previously.  Dieter Prussner had preceded me on the same errand, 
had a short visit with some family members and I am happy to include some comments from him with regard to 
his initial meeting with Norm Ross. 
 
Quote 
 “Ever since childhood I‘ve been respectful of other peoples property and never entered unless invited. Such was 
my attitude when I first approached Norm Ross in 1967 to ask if I could fly a model from the top of his magnifi-
cent hill.  Ballarat was already into a serious drought; I was aware that the owner would probably refuse such 
a request during a high fire risk period. A gentle woman came to answer my knock on the front door.  I intro-
duced myself and while trying to find the right words, Norm appeared and with a scruffy kind of enquiring 
voice and asked me what I wanted to do.  I pointed out that I was a school teacher at Ballarat North Tech who 
was looking for a suitable hill from which to fly a model glider.  I am not sure whether Norm heard the word 
‘model’ as his quick reply was, “I suppose you will probably want to use the track in that case”.  Without waiting 
for a response from me he continued “there is only one condition you are not to smoke or light a match while on 
my property.”  Norm struck me as the typical ‘man of the land’ who had worked hard and was proud of his 
achievements and was not about to let a stranger run amuck on his property.  I assured Norm that I was not a 
smoker and would respect his wishes.  He said he would get the key for the gate and I could drive to the top of 
the hill and reminded me to lock the gates when I left.  It was a very brief encountre with a man who I would see 
again with in a month or two and ask an even bigger favour.” 

Reliving The Memories at Mt Hollowback  Des Bayliss 
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 “Ballarat by mid summer 1967 was parched and void of  any greenery other than the occasional stubborn 
weeds or patches of dry grass and scotch thistles. The top of Mt.Hollowback was barren and the only noticeable 
ground cover were the fully exposed abundance of rocks and thistles. Every farmer was nervous while sitting 
out the possibilty of grass fires and Norm was no exception. Brian Laging, Geoff Whatley, and myself were well 
into the idea of staging a fly-in, to explore the question I had, “Are there other modellers interested in Slope 
Soaring?”  The location for such an event was obvious, Mt.Hollowback was perfect for any wind direction and 
had plenty of room and altitude for whatever the weather may present.  The only question remaining was, 
would Norm Ross agree to such a risk of having an unknown quantity of people on his property during that 
time.  I needn’t have worried he was delighted to offer his property for such an event as long as we, the organiz-
ers, would make sure that everybody would adhere to the basic safety procedures in force at the time. Little did 
I know that Norm was just as excited by the proposed event as I.  While Brian Laging, Geoff Whatley and my-
self were posting and taking pamphlets and posters all around Victoria and interstate, Norm and his family 
were already organizing all kinds of extras for the big day without our knowledge.  He organized the local Press 
and TV to attend as well as the CFA and set up a tent with ice cold drinks and other treats.  The event was made 
special by the fact that Norm Ross and his family made everyone feel at home on the day and enjoy the entire 
historic moment.” 
 
 “VARMS has been indeed priviledged to have had Norm’s blessing to enjoy his beloved property of 
Mt.Hollowback over the past 40 years. His name will be synonymous with this famous landmark well into the 
future. I for one am deeply regretful for having missed the opportunity to say goodbye to Norm who sadly 
passed away only a little over a month ago.  I would like to reassure all members that we are still most wel-
comed by David Ross and his mum to fly on their property, thus allowing us to pursue our passion and a truely 
wonderful site.” 
Dieter Prussner (VARMS memb.No.1) 
Unquote 
 
 On top of the mount were a collection of cars that had transported a small group of slopers from the Keilor club, 
including a past VARMS junior member, Joel Pedder.  Dieter Prussner and a past member from Ararat, Geoff 
Whatley were the only others there showing that the vast majority had succumbed to a very pessimistic wind fore-
cast of 5kts or less, however, we had about 7kts for most of the time and quite a few good thermals made the task 
quite enjoyable, although it was very very cold, but, that’s Ballarat!  Garry McDougall also turned up later but 
struggled in the light lift with his lightest model. 
 
 I settled for flying my ultra light 2 X 6 all day, Geoff W gave his Trident 2 metre a good workout (oh the memories 
on that one) plus another unknown floaty of similar vintage, and Dieter went from a Royalist (3rd version of a 
scratch built O.D.) and an Eclipse(2nd version, American plan), a big floater not the Learmont version.  Because of 
the intense cold and despite the light breeze, flying was in short bursts.  The Keilor group alternated between 
small scale models to the odd bigger one when the lift permitted, and also doing the occasional combat with two 
very tiny Delta style beasts with a very short nose and vertical stab., launched with two fingers at the rear of the 
fuse.  A very exciting little model.  Joel Pedder made an excellent recovery from a low down and no lift situation 
despite constant encouragement from all onlookers and also with the help of some lighter thermal spotting 
floaties. 
 
 Early afternoon just after I got the 2 X 6 airborne, Dieter asked me to come back to a recently arrived car on the 
slope and meet somebody, but rather than wait, I kept my model airborne and walked backwards to the car to be 
introduced to Annette Laging and her two sons, Colin and James, both of whom Dieter swears are the exact image 
of their late father, Brian.   I quickly landed and spent quite a long time talking to them as I had never met Brian 
Laging or any of his family prior to this, and being historian I had read so much of his exploits.  He quickly be-
came a very skilled modeller in his building, flying, was extremely generous with his time and help to others and 
of course went on to break records with a 12 hour slope flight for starters to be followed by the 28hr 28sec over-
nighter to really make an impact in the record books. 
 
 At about 4ish Geoff, myself and Dieter succumbed to the cold and the long drive ahead and departed 
for home, basking in the glow still from the day before, adding to it all a very informative and enjoyable 
evening at Aerosonde, a fantastic weekend.  And in 10 years we can do the 50th!! 

 
Des Bayliss 
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Some of the comments received after the VARMS 40th Birthday celebrations: 
Dear VARMS members 
        I recently attended your 40th birthday celebration at the Briggs field and caught up with a 
lot of old faces witch brought back a lot of fond memories, although there were a few Smiths 
that I would have liked to caught up with I can honestly say it was one of the best days I've had 
at a flying field without flying. 
Thanks again Neville Leo 
 
Just a thankyou to your club for the wonderful 40th reunion day.   met a few people I haven't 
heard of or seen for nearly 30 years. I find I still have a strong interest in modelling/flying even 
though I haven't flown for over 27 years. I think the membership No. you have allocated in 
your history to my name is 242.4.? My AUS/MAAA No. was VH 20621. I think I would like to 
rekindle my flying. THANKYOU! 
 
Col - 
Thanks so much to you V.A.R.M.S. guys for organising last week's meeting, especially the 
"High Aspect". Spent Sunday night reading it from cover to cover ! What a great day ! 
John Bexley 
 
Hi Des ,thanks for forwarding John Bexley's email it was a great day and as you saw I think 
most enjoyed it.  The Special edition of the High Aspect was terrific.  I will treasure it,  A cou-
ple of points that were missed but worth mentioning was on the first meeting at Hollowback, 
there was at least one scale model flown by Neil Mc Leod namely a Meshersmidt (spelling) fly-
ing wing that I can recall.  And an omission in the achievements in that VARMS was the first 
RC club in Australia to hold an Australian Championship for gliding.  Of course this was before 
affiliation, but never the less they were still first :-)   Thanks for all the work you have put into 
this.  
Respectfully Lewis Abbott.  
 
The VARMS display day was great, I now have on electric powered glider to aid my re-enter my 
old hobby. 
  
Regards 
Geoff Trone (Member Number 35) 
 
I was chatting with  Mark Gotteschalk, and he was amused that the petrol winch was still go-
ing.  I stated that it indeed was, but it now has a new motor and another replacement belt. 
I later realised the motor was replaced for a bigger one when my Golden Eagle came along........ 
and its now 22 years old ! 
Not really a new motor any more 
Col Collyer 

Member’s (and Past Member’s) Page                                              

Collection of the 40th Anniversary Edition of 
High Aspect 

 
If you are unable to come to the meeting to collect your copy, you may send a 

stamped self addressed A4 Envelope ( $1.50 in stamps) to:           
Colin Smith        6 Evans Crt     Vermont   3133 
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2008 
 
The Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring (Inc.) will hold its Annual General Meeting 
including the Election of Committee, on Friday 11th of July 2008 immediately following the 
General Meeting.  All nominations for Committee must be submitted on the form below and 
mailed to: VARMS Inc, P.O. Box 4096 Knox City Centre VIC 3152, or handed to the Secretary, 
no later than 7 days prior to the AGM. 
 

VARMS Committee Nomination Form 2008 
 
I, ...........................................................................................VARMS No: ................................ 
 
hereby nominate ......................................................................................................................... 
 
for the position of ....................................................................................................................... 
 
Signed ......................................................................................... 
 
Seconded by ................................................................................ 
 
Candidate’s consent: 
I hereby accept this nomination for the aforementioned position, 
 
Signed .......................................................................................... 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------ 

 
FORM OF APPOINTMENT OF PROXY 

 
I...............................................................................of.......................................................................
.. 
 
being a financial member of the Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc., hereby ap-
point 
 
...............................................................................of.........................................................................
.. 
 
being a financial member of the Incorporated Association as my proxy to vote for me on behalf 
at the Annual General Meeting of the Association and at any adjournment of that meeting. 
My proxy is authorised to vote in favour for/against/abstain (delete as appropriate)  
 

Election of Committee 
Acceptance of the Balance Sheet for 2007/2008 
Other: Please nominate items. 

 
 
Signed .............................................................   VARMS No. ............................ 
 
This ......................................................... Day of ...................................... 2008     
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the views of VARMS Inc. the Editor or the 
Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of content. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VARMS Web Site :        http://www.varms.org.au 
Current Members:                        If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, 
                                                                      so that we can  maintain the correct addressing of this Newsletter. 
Potential Members:              If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our     
                                                                                                                                         activities, please contact the Secretary, or other Committee member. 
 

 
VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in    
building and flying radio controlled gliders.  Members fly at many places, but have a home field 
on High Street Road, Wantirna South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to 
all and are held on Sunday mornings, generally on a fortnightly basis.  Exact dates and times 
are posted on the field gate.  VARMS Training is kindly sponsored by Hyperion Australia. 
 
VARMS organises regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of 
radio controlled gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas. 
 
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) - at the 
Glen Waverley Primary School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds 
on the corner of High Street Road and Springvale Rd.).  Meetings start at 8:00pm and visitors 
are welcome.  Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions on matters of interest to all 
modellers and a light supper, supplied by Bakers Delight, The Glen Shopping Centre. 
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